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Paperback Purgatory
I notice that one comlOent in the BSFA survey regarding f'IIf'ERBIICK
INFmM.7 wanted 'less pal I tics· l.another wanted 'less f'apl!rbad
f'urga tort but sure Iy you woul dn' t grudge ~e ay 11 tt 1e nonents of
!oapboxing, would you?) which I thought was R litth strange as I
can't rnuber enbarking on any njor political co..ent for quite a
while, However, whoever you are, don't turn the page, because 1'1
not going to do so now, To lake any specific conlent regarding the
Gulf at this timp - several week! bef~re you'll actually read it 
would be a waste of tine, But I think the general conoent - that we
are currently living in what I can only describe as a fantasy world
which lost of us would find too far-fetched if we cane across It in
print - is valid,

I can't be the only one. who has looked at the events of the
past few weeks with ftOunting disbelief, We had a gigantic live
arcade glle on our TV screens froN which lost of us except those
with friends and relatives actually serving in the gulf were
distanced by the bland nsurances that all the explosives dropped
on Iraq were taking out lilltary targets only, eur lives went on u
norlll punctulted by news broadcasts, and 15 usual in Britain the
weather at one stage wiped the 6ulf off the front page, The biggest
un-lIde explosion, the lost devutating environNental pollution
ever, and the total but unconfesud failure of allowing good
p5.ychopaths to do what they like 50 long 15 they're Making war on
bad psychopaths are worth a fn lines and a picture or two of
cutely suffering birdl,

Even now - SONe wuks after I wrote the first draft of these
lines and as the papers Mutter about Victory Parades - the horrific
laages of burning oil-welll covering hundreds of ~iles with thick
Sloke under which the slln can barely pierce can't seeN to reflect
the reality, One report, though. sticks in hy mind, "If there is
ever a nuclear winter,· said one coaMentator, shivering beneath a

BACK ISSUES
Back illun of PI are available frol MAUREEN PORTER, 60 Bournnouth
Road, Folkestone, Kent CTl9 SAZ,

APOLOGIES: Edward Jun' aaglline reviews did not arrive in tile for
incorporation Into this illue, Inltud, a batch of reviews scheduled
for PI 90 have bun included, Norlal service will, I hope, be
resuNed frOI next issue,

daylight sky which was lore like deep twilight, 'it will be like
thi 5,' It wn a report f rOI the future: a future we have read about
10 often, It didn't seel very entertaining,

SNoke will pour Into the ahosphere for Nonths - perhaps a
year, And already the nphnil on nns broadcuts II Ihifting away,
Perhaps, as well u a Victory Plrade, perhaps even u well u I
reNinder of the true nUMber of casualties In thil war, we ·could
have constant updates on thil horrific envlronuntal cataltrophe

I thi nk w. need to reltlber,
Think of the nunber of science fiction stories which have

depicted Major and violent chlnges In the world order u part of
the background to the actual plot: in which a catastrophe is
.en\loned a paragraph or two Into the Itory to give a ••nse of
estrangelent, We lived that estranguent, What Is going to
happen nut? Vho can tell? I'N not going to prophesy. but If life
Is going to r.flect • B-grade SF novel I'd rath.r It wn th. one in
which the victorious powers realiled that they had been on the .dg.
of sONethlng catastrophic and did 10lethlng to prevent I ·n.xt
tiNe' rather than - well - letting there b, a nut tilt,

Unreal i ty s.eu to have Ipread .verywhere, for when I look at the
Guardian's Innual list of paperback hsbellerl - bnlcally those
book I whl ch have 'old lor. than 100,000 over the Yllr - I fl nd In
entire coven's worth of "Mutant Turtlu' spin-off bookl, Nost If
not all of which are so vi 1.ly wrl tt.n as to Nak. ·S••• t DrelNs·
rOMances seu like Jane Austen, There', not a lot of joy when we
look elsewhere in the Hot Hundred, Terry Pratch.tt hu PYRAMIDS.
GUARDS! 6UARDS! and TRUCKERS doing very nicely for hi' - Ind
pretty well for those of UI lucky enough to hav. read thell,
TRUCKERS, of course, is a children's book, Olvid Eddlngs. who 1'1
being rapidly persuaded il quite I good children's writ" rath.r



than quite a bad adul t on., has allo don. well wl th THE DIA"OND
THRONE and SORCERESS OF DARSHIYA. Apart frol that, the hlghllt
plac.d book which PI r.aderl Illght b. looking out for 1I St.phen
Klng'l THE DARK HALF, the lost Ilaglnatlv. and all-round blft h
Uab.rto Eco'l FDUCAULT'S PENDULUI1, and the on. I'v. Itlll to prist
out 01 ay daughter'l circle 01 frlendl In THE SECRET DIARY OF LAURA
PALnER .

Horror - psychological or otherwise, litIS Itlll to be doing
beUtr than SF or fanhsy, though considering the nUlber 01 bookl
by Dun R. Koontz that hay. appeared ov.r the yur It's surprising
to s!@ only I1IDNIGHT In the list. ClIv. Bark.r's THE GREAT AND
SECRET SHOW lad. the upp.r havt 01 the chart, but Thalli Harrh's
SILENCE OF THE LAIlBS (which I Ilrst 5IW "'leud In the horror
pr.,,) did con,'dtrlbly b.U.,.

Ray.ond E. Feilt's PRINCE OF BLOOD joins Eddings In the clon!
fanhsy 1I.ld, and I/lllla. Horwood's DUNCTON FOUND proved that you
can Itlll wrlh bad hlklng-anllll books and g.t any with It.

But enough 01 this fringe Itulf, you cryl What about JCiMC~

!idiod! W.ll, hllc Asi.ov scraped In at 99th place with NEI1ESIS,
JUI t above Dave 110rr h's TEENA6E NINIA rURTLES, And that, 11 th.y
5Iy, Is It. Don't dre.. too long 01 lup.rlhrdol, all you FOCUS
rud.rl . ,

P.rhaps the next-but-on. chart will lutur. the winner 01 the
BOLLANCZlBOOKSHELF FIRST FANTASY NOYEL COI'fPETITION.

Th. winning nov.1 will get £2,000 tog.th.r wl th a f2, 000 advaner
against royaltln, Ind will be publlsh.d In 1992, Two runner.-up
will rectlv. £SOO, and 60llancz will hold options to publish at a
I.hr date. Entrlll lust be In by 30th luly, and further dehlll

Closer

Encounters )rl.
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5tanislaw Lell
THR CYBERIAD (Mandarin, 1990, 298pp, L4.99)
THR STAR DIARIES (Mandarin. 1990, 278pp, L4.99)
WORR TALES OF PIRX THR Pll.OT

(Mandarin. 1990, 220pp, t4.99)

<Reviewed by Alan Fraser)

These three books of stories from Slanislaw Lem continue
the llandarin reprints of the Polish llaestro's work. THE
CYBERIAD was originally published in the ilK in 1975, THE
STAR DIARIES in 1976, and MORE TALES OF PIRX THE PILOT
in 1983.

fill three are well outside the mainstre;'lm of SF
written in English, being both humourous and
philosophic<!ll works more in the tradition 'of Aasop or
Swift, rather than his best-known, more conventional, SF
novel, SOLARIS.

THE CYBERIAD is a collection of fables concerning
two powerfUl but bumbling constructor robots, Trurl and
Klapauctus. who can "kindle Qr extinguish suns as easily
<!IS shelling peas". This foolish pair sally forth through
the Universe having chaotic escapades, but sometimes
doing more good than harm.

THE STAR DIARIES, more tales from which are
included in Lem's MEMOIRS OF A SPACE TRAVELLER,' contain
the Swiftian voyages of hapless cosmonaut Ivan Ttchy.
also featured in THE FUTUROLOGICAL CONGRESS. Like
Lemuel Gulliver's, Ttchy's ,descriptions of the foibles and
idiosynchr<!lsies of the amaZing civilisations he visits
cast more light on our own society than on these
imaginary ones.

MORE TALES OF PIRX THE PILOT is very much in the
same mould. I have not read the first book in this
sequence. but this one is much more of an extrapolation
of our own future than the bizarre universe of Tichy,
Pirx travels our Solar System and nearer parts of the
Galaxy. but exploring the interf~ce between humanity and
technology lather than the llilky Way. Like Trurl and
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are available Ira. l1ark Hutchlnson at Ylctor Gollancz Ltd, I.
Henri.th Street, London WC2E 8QJ (Tel. 071 836 2006), Apparently
onr 2,000 .ntry lorl. have gone out alrndy, .0 get In quick. Th.
judgn 01 the cOlpetl tlon Include l1ary aenU. and Terry Pratchettll
,,11 11 Richard Evans and Faith Brooker of Gollancz and Nlg.1 Ford
of 8oohhrlf,

Last issue I aentlon.d the launch 01 I1ILLION 'The l1aglzlne 01
Popular Fiction', edited by David Prlngl •. The "arch/April Inue
hn luch to interest SF/FantllY rud.r •. with Colln 6rltnland
Interviewing Kurt Yonnegut, David Langford explaining the
clrcuashnclI behind the obscenity trial of I .... Branch Cabell'l
SURGEN, Nick La.. 'eting how S••n Autl '. fourth .ton'-Ig.
1l1('lcH,,,,.t.r coJtplr•• with. nl. Iuth,,n', 'Hurlt"n into th, ••~.
ttrritory, and Brian Stableford and /lark "orris looking at 10••
r.ernt SF and horror respectlv.ly - though why I should Ilk. tholt

natural a..u.pUonl of ownership of dlff.rent ar.1I 01 the
Fanhstlc ( don't know, b"au.. thit IlIue'l short Itory it a contr
cru,1 (h.lplully translat.d on the contents page 11 'nasty hie')
by Brian Shbl.'ord which errhlnly itn't SF but lakn a hauntingly
Ironic horror hi. 01 Itlf-Ioathlng. On the non-SF Iront, th.r. art
IlIclnatlng featur.. on Sh.rlock Hollll" 'continuations' and
Baron... Orczy, creator of the 'Scarlet Plapernall', Blit of all,
though, ar. Shblelord (Igaln) on the elusive P.C, Wr.n, author 01
BEAU GESTE, Ind Eugene Byrne on Seorge "acDonald Frller and hit
'Flnhlan' novels. Oner again, ItlLL/ON offen anoth.r wide
.. I.etlon a.ong the rich lIelds of popular fiction, and anyon. who
ern't find anything to enloy and larvel at In It lust have a
pov.rty-Itrlchn iaaglnatlv. 111. Indttd,

Klap.~ucius. robots in Pirx's tales show disconcertingly
human foibles.

"Sci-fi? Sure, I like it, but only the trashy
stuff ," writes Pine. "Tbe kind I can dip into between'
shifts. read a few pages at a time, and then drop."
These works by Lem are the opposite of trashy. but they
are definitely ones that you need only to read a few,
pages at a time. enjoying the humour in small doses. and
digesting the underlying messages.

Margeret We:ls • Trecy Hlcuum - - DRAGON WOO <Bentam,
1991, 432pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

Up un tU now I have tried to avoid the work of Weis and
Hickman. Make no mis take i I though t tha t their DralJOlllance
books were terrible and although the Darksword trilogy
had a lot going for it, notably an intriguing cosmology
and a neat incorporation of magic into their scheme, it
was mer red by what I can only (albeit chauvinistically)
call a peculiarly American use of whimsy instead of
humour. Naming a character Simkin is nearer to THE MAGIC
FARAWAY TREE than THE LORD OF THE RINGS, end whoever
inven ted the kender hI'S taken on precisely the wrong
aspects of hobbitry.

It's for this reason thet I failed to read the recent
ROSE OF THE PROPHET trilogy, even though it had some
good response from unexpected quarters. The 18test
project from the dynamic duo is the manmmoth DEATH GA7E'
cycle - seven volumes of which this is a mere starter.
There are elves, humens and dwerves as usual and - yes 
dragons, though for some reason the dwarves call
themselves gegs and spend their time operating something
they call a kicksy-winsey (does the larry-cum-tweng come
in the next volume? I wonder, and don't write for an
explanation, please). But ah, the setting.

This is really good.
Apparently a world has been split into four realms;

sky, stone, fir~ and sea. DRAGON WING takes place in the
realm of sky; ,floating islends where water is a precious
resource. Strangely enough, it reminded me of Larry
Niven's hard-SF novel THE INTEGRAL TREES, where orbiting
plan(e)ts play similar roles to the floating islands.'

There is an assassin who is hired to murder a king's
son - by the king himself - and finds himself in a plot
spanning the whole realm. There 15 a mysterious strenger
who 15 discovered in the realm of the gegs. He has
somehow infiltrated into this realm from another, a realm
where erran t sorcerers ere being "rehebilita ted'" by their
enemies, the Sartan - who apparently have vanished. But
just who is the blundering Alfred? Why is Heplo here in
the first place? What role is the aptly-named Sinistrad



•
playing in all· this·? And wha t role does the dog pley in
all this? Not ell these ques tions ere enswered and Weiss
and Hickman successfully tease the reader in to biting the
wall until further volumes which may answer them ere
published. <I have to say that ELVEN STAR, the second
volume which is available in hardback, is a perfect
vindication of the awful whimsy of previous books: either

these people are completely out of their skulls or they
know what they're doing, and parts of ELVEN STAR were the
most over-the-top and funniest of this kind of fantasy
I've ever reed).

Paul f. Olson 81 David B. SUva - - POST MORTEM (Corgi,
1990, 349pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by 10hn Newsinger)

This is a superb collection of new ghost stories. Out of
the seventeen teles that Olson and Silva have ·assembled
only two faUed to entertain this reader and a number of
the others were really impressive.

The stories by Kathryn Ptacek, Thomas Monteleone,
Charles Grant, Gary Brendner, Charles de Lint, lanet Fox,
Thomas tessier, Donald Burleson, Jemes Howard Kunstler
and William Nolan are all competent exercises in the
writing of supernatural fiction, but the volume also
contains a number of really outstanding contributions.

Ramsey Campbell contributes 'The GUide', a story that
M.R. lames felt it too dangerous to record: Steve Rasnic
Tem and Melanie Tem contribute 'Resettling', a tremendous
haunted house story; P.W. Sinclair contributes 'Getting
Back', the story of a young man's brief contact with the
supernatural on his fa ther's farm, and Melissa Mia Hall
contributes 'The Brush of Soft Wings', a superb story of
vampirism.

My personal favourite, however, is David Silva's own
'Brothers', a story that took my breath away and left me
gasping. THis is without dqubt the best short story I
have read this year <not exclUding Suzy H'cKee Charnas'
'Boobs' in the SKIN OF THE SOUL collection. It tells of
twin boys and of how time has come for one of them, the
eldest who has always looked out for his brother, to die.

This collection is well worth getting hold of. It is
essential reading for anyone who likes supernBtural
fic tion and as Dean R. Koon tz poin ts ou t in the
'Afterword', there really has to be something wrong with
people who don't like ghos t stories.

Philip (I:. Dick - - BEYOND LIES TIlE WUB (Grafton, 1990,
510pp, £5.99)

(Reviewed by K.V. Bailey)

The first of five volumes of Philip Dick's shorter fiction,
this offers in addition to twenty-five early - some
uncollected stories, an epistolary preface <Dick),
illustratively distinguishing SF from fantasy, ten pages
of authorial Afterthoughts, inclUding an anatomy of short
story and novel, and a Zelazny Introduction bringing into
focus the man, his imagination and his humour.

To such fiction of circa 1952 the aura of late pulp
and early SF&S and GALAXY naturally and nostalgically
clings. 'The Crystal crypt', for example, from PLANET
STORIES, is the very model of a space-operatic sabotage
adventure. Find in it, hoever, varieties of fearful
entrapment: find immediately that significant Martian
milieu. I'm not saying, of course, that these first stories
are simply hunting grounds for Dickian motifs (though
'The Defenders' is an overt ingredient of THE PENULTIMATE
TRUTH and 'The Great C· made its contribution to DIES
IRAE). They are all unique achievements in the medium
which Dick in later career neglected in favour of the
novel. Yet of his first sale, 'Roog', he wrote in 1976: "I
love this story, and I doubt if I write any better today.

. I just write longer." Yes; that marvellous story
sounded the note of pure genius. And of paranoia, in this
Case occasioned (in a dog) by dustmen. Elsewhere it is
occasioned by artefacts ('Colony'), by insects
('Expendable'), and by trolls (IThe King Of The Elves').

Personal favourites are 'Piper In The Woods', an
upbeat approach through pastoral to the Dickian psyche,
and the myth-haunted fantasy 'Out In The Garden', which
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even more than 'Meddler' (which Dick himself cites as
doing so) tokens his dawning awareness of the truth of
the Heracletian axion that "the nature of things is in the
habit of concealing itself".

Gareth Knight - - 11IE MAGICAL WORJJ> OF THE IHKLINGS
(Element Books, 1990, 258pp, £9.99)

(Reviewed by K.V.Bailey)

The Inklings, that informal literary group which met in
Oxford half a century ago, had four outstanding members
whose writings were fruitfUlly interactive: C.S. Lewis,
1.R.R. Tolkien, Charles Williams and Owen Barfield. Gareth
Knight, a scholarly expositor of the occult, in prOViding
a critical survey of their works, examines these
interactions.

His knowledge of metaphysical esoterica enables
Knight expertly to trace neoplatonic and cabbalistic
imagery in Lewis,while demonstrating how the occult
attracted/repelled himj and to reconcile Lew!s's scepticism
of Barfield's anthroposophy with enthusiasm for such
works as ORPHEUS in which Barfield embodied it. Tolkien's
respect for Bar field was ground~d in compatible
philosophic attitudes to language, Barfield much concerned
with the magical roots of speech, Tolkien having derived
the Sll.MARll.LION mythos from his creation of Elvish
languages. To the ambivalent Lewis, Williams showed how
the occult might mediate between higher mystic flights
and mundane existence, though not without risks of
perversion.

Knight ellows "magical" a specific connotation,
relating it to the Coleridean/Goethean "secondary
imagination" i.e. the active perception of harmonies and
holistic connections transcending the mechanistic. He
systematically identifies such perceptions in the Inkling
fictions, only occasionally pleading over-specially or
introducing tangential material. The book is stimulating
reading, and for its synopses, chronology and
bibliography, an invaluable work of reference.

Frederik Pohl POHLSTARS
(Gollancz, 1990, 203pp, t3.50)

<Reviewed by Graham Andrews)

POHLSTARS (Ballantine, 1984) is the first volume of
nev.er.=.b.ef.or.e=.c.ollected. Frederik Pohl stories since THE
GOLD AT THE STARBOW'S END (way back in 1972) - and it's
been well worth the wait. Of the eleven (see BELOW)
well-made stories, I particularly enjoyed 'The High Test'
(a tribute to E. E. 'Doc' Smith, but none the worse for
that) and 'We Purchased People' (a nastily credible story
about a credibly nasty protagonist: 'hero' is definitely
1llJ:t. the word for Wayne Golden, the ultimate wage-slave).
However, the best-written and most memorable story in
the book is 'The Sweet, Sad Queen of the GraZing Isles· ...

...which could almost be regarded as a 'condensed
novel' (74 pages long>. 'TS,SQotGI' is another tribute 
to Cordwainer Smith, this time - but the Man Himself
never produced a more tragically evocative and (at the
same time) sc.1e.nliI.J&ally valid piece of work. 'Jason',
the one-name viewpoint character and (pleasantly) flawed
hero. reminds me of 'Stevens', the butler in Kazuo
lshiguro's THE REMAIIIS OF THE DAY (the best novel to
win the Booker Prize ~J~tf). He is doggedly loyal to his
(now dead) employer, Commodore Kackenzie, and deep in
(unreqUited) love with said Mackenzie's daughter, May
<the eponymous 'Queen of the Grazing Isles') - both of
whom are Not Very Nice People. Kost of the action takes
place upon one O.T .I0cean-Thermal/·Oatie' boat or other
(an ocean-thermal generating boat lives off/commercially
exploits the temperature difference between .deep water
and sun-warmed surface water).

BELOW: The First Edition of POHLSTARS included a
:t.l!!el1:t.h. story, 'The Wizard-Masters of Peng-Shi Angle',
which was a r:.e.-translation into English of the Chinese
translation of 'The Wizard of Pung's Corners' (Galaxy,
October 1958) + notes. Would I lie to you? ...Gollancz
have not only seen fit to delete 'TW-KoP-SA' + If from
this edition, they've also altered Pohl's Introduction to
Suit Their Purposes. POHLSTARS - or POHLAXED?
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Brian Her-bert - - THE RACE FOR GOD <Ace, t 990, 295pp,
S4.95)

<Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

Evander McMurtrey, the charlatan prophet of the
Interplanetary Church of Cosmic Chickenhood, receives a
genuine call from God. Wha t 's more, God leaves his address
and an invitation to come and visit.

Brian Herbert's seventh novel, THE RACE FOR GOD is a
parable abou t the numbel' of competing pa ths to God, and
contains among its characters representatives of just
about every major faith and sect - lightly disguised: this
is not exactly our universe - as well as an executioner
who does thoroughly disgusting things with the corpses of
his victims and a killing android with armament implanted
in every conceivable orifice; yes, folks, even there. Most
of the action takes place on board the ship which is
taking - to God - a group of people including McMurtrey
and a token atheist who will inevitably get the chance to
interrogate the Creator and audition for the role of His
replacement.

In places, the satire is heavy-handed. In particular,
the world D'Urth <Earth) has Krassians <Christians),
Hoddists <Buddhists), Iasammedans <Mohammedans)
geddit7 and after a few pages of this the reader is left
with a sense of being bombarded by cartoons. But there
are interesting and vital issues discussed here, and
eventually we have a fairly straight discussion about how
emphasising the differences between faiths distorts their
similarities, while the novel's climax is an all-too-brief
excursion into some fascinating 'metaphysics with a slight
air of Phil Dick.

Front and back cover point out that the author is the
son of Frank Herbert, but there is little of the detailed
worldhullding of DUNE. Brian Herbert has Wisely aimed to
strike out for his own territory. It's an uneasy mix of
deep concep ts and shallow humour; take it as
en ter tainm.." t and the res t will follow.

Dan Si1l1ll0ns SOIG OF KALI
<Headline, 1990, 311pp, t3.99)

Dan Si1l1ll0ns CARRIOI CORFORT
(Headline, 1990, 992pp, t4.99)

<Reviewed by Colin Bird)

interesting with at least one sympathetically portrayed
vampire instead of a parade of scumbags on one side and
the representatives of weak humanity on the other.
Simmons scores with his impressively researched
background detail and intelligent prose. The action set
pieces are written with real page-turning verve. Both
books are well worth your attention but the smaller of
the two offers the greater return.

ARTHUR C CLARlE & GENTRY LEE - - RAMA Il <Orbit, 1990,
495pp, £6.99)

<Reviewed by Andy Mills)

"The Ramans do everything in threes" so ends
RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA and, whilst in 1973 Clarke had no
intention of producing a sequel or two, here he and Lee
have come up with RAMA Il, the second part of a projected
four volume series.

The plot is, straightforward enough. Seventy years
after RWR a second alien spaceship approaches the solar
system. This time Earth is prepared for the visit and
despatches a team to investigate the craft. The team
finds this vessel to be SUbtly different from its
predecessor and the situation is altered by deaths within
the team and by the altered trajectory of the alien Ship
- it is on a heading for a collision with Earth, whose
leaders decide RamI' Il must be destroyed.

RAMA Il is not a continuation, either in style or
content, of RWR. Gone is the sparse writing of the
original, along with the single-minded, moral outlook of
Captain Norton and his crew and the sense of wonder
evoked by their inves Uga tions in to the mys teries of
Rama. Instead we have a long bUild-Up to the voyage out
to Rama n, an ill-chosen crew <difficult to see how this
lot got selected, except by authors who want to create
friction), shenanigans and a murder mystery <which plot
line is never tied up), many flashbacks to pad out the
story, including some silliness concerning a crew member's
dalliance with the English King. and mawkish dialogue -
particularly towards the end. However, the new
discoveries in RamI' Il are interesting, if not
illuminating, and the finale is genuinely exciting. Since
there are further episodes to follow, there is no
complete resolution.

All in all, a disappointing novel, especially when one
considers the quality of the original work, and one which
could have benefited from much judicious pruning.

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

Being books 3 and 4 of an ongoing series which opened
with ANOTHER FINE MYTH and MYTH CONCEPTIONS: these
much belated titles <originally published in 1982 and
1983) have now reached '9 in the original, larger
format, better-bound, superbly illustrated <Polly and
Kelly Freas and others) editions by Starblaze for which
I have been paying steadily rising prices <from t3.50 to
t7.25) over the years and which have always been a
source of immense and reliably gUffaw-manufacturing
pleasure to me.

Seeing these sl1m, smaller, pictureless paperbacks
with their overly-sexually-orientated Fangorn covers, I
am reminded that presentation had a lot to do with the
success of the Starblaze editions, but that is not to
suggest in any way that Asprin's amazing Universe can't
stand up to thls trivialised British image. The
characters - from Skeeve Our Hero to Aahz the Pervect
<get the spelling right!), from Gleep the 20-foot-long
half-grown dragon to the cute, curvacious, cuddly Tananda
the Assi'lssin - Bre apt to gallop off in all directions.

Dan Simmons, author of the hard SF HYPERION books, can
hardly be accused ot a lack of versatility as he now
offers us a mammoth horror novel together with a reissue
of an award winning dark fantasy. All of his books
straddle accepted genre boundaries; none more so than
CARRION COMFORT which Is laced with action, Interspersed
with morbid horror and bound with psychological
speculation. The book features a dizzying array of
characters which the author follows through his
spaghetti junction of a na,rative with meticulous skill.

SONG OF KALI offers little of the surface
excitement of the newer book, its span being shorter and
more concise. It does, however, contain some passages of
feverishly imagined horrors which stay in the mind long
after the book is closed.

Both books draw upon the iconography of horror
with SONG OF KALI conjuring images of human sacrifice
and necromancy in the dark side streets of modern
Calcutta. CARRION COMFORT makes use of the vampire
legend, together with references to The Holocaust, to
create an atmosphere of impending Armageddon. The
vampires here are psychic vampires with the power to
control normal humans and feed off their pain. They
treat humankind as their playthings just like the
anclent Gods worshipped with foul deeds in Calcutta.
Simmons uses the large canvas to evoke the mythic
nature of the struggle between his evil Titans.

Some readers may find the extreme violence a turn
off and CARRION COMFORT would have been more

Robert Asprin
(Legend, 1990,
Robert Asprin
<Legend. 1990,

IIYTH DIRBCTIOIS
202pp, .t3.50)

HIT OR RYTR
l70pp, .t3.50)
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intelligent fashion; true, they've come a long way since
the so-called Golden Age of SF, but even those with good
intentions SeeDl often to lack the subtlety to deal with
the issues effectively.

THE LEFT HAND OF DARKNESS is undoubtedly the most
successful in this area, with THE FEMALE MAN and THE
HANDMAID'S TALE some way behind that, but still
impressive.

THE GATE TO WOMEN'S COUNTRY is not in this lellding
group. It is set in a future society where men live in
garrisons and spend their time doing militllristic things,
and women live in walled towns being civilised and
sensitive. A character from each side of the divide
<former lovers) undertake II quest together, during which
some fairly obvious points are made about the nature of
their respective societies.

The novel is well-written in many ways, but it is
completely let down by its willingness to deal in cliches;
perhaps Tepper feels there is some point in working on
this level, but if she does then she's wrong. I'm afraid
this is stale llnd leaden and brings nothing neW to its
chosen subject.

Several years before I was intrcx1uced to the Great A'tuin
I was loaned THE WARLOCK IN SPITE OF HIMSELF and so
enjoyed it I sought out the later volumes. So I received
this omnibus edition of the first three books in the
series ESCAPE VELOCITY, WARLOCK and KING KOBOLD
REVIVED with pleasure, not having read either work.

By comparison with other humourists of the
fantastic, Stasheff is gentle even the blackest
villains are really just misunderstood, or maybe
maladjusted (just like us really ... ). So Gramarye's
witches and wizards are the result of genetics rather
than pacts with Satan. The neanderthal killers in KING
KOBOLD REVIVED are really sweethearts hypnotised into
being monsters by time-travelling future anarchists
and/or totalitarians (and not even in Heinlein is it so
clearly spelled out that Utopia really is MidWestern
democracy, but I will forgive Stasheff this ... just>.

This sequence takes us from the establishment of
Gramarye as a deliberately medieval lost world - a by
blow of the main plot in ESCAPE VELOCITY - to the
arrival there of Rod Gallowglass as an agent of SCENT
and his subsequent taking up of permanent residence, via
wars, dynastic struggles, marriages and the ·like. It has
to be said that the plots creak a little and tee many
contrivances turn out to be pegs for jokes. Neither does
Stasheff attempt the black satire or machine gun
delivery of, say, Terry Pratchett. Nevertheless his
jokes can be funny and as for his puns... one about
cricket sticks in my mind and I wish it wouldn't!

This volume makes a gocx1 introduction to the series
and strikes me as excellent value for money. Xaybe it
isn't great but it is entertaining and on that basis I
recommend it.

bringing chaos especially to Skeeve, while the fantasy
situations are indescribable in this small, quivering
review.

If you think you have a sense of broad, slapstick
humour, do try these - but take my tip and begin with #1
and 112 first, for whtle each volume can at a pinch stand
(or roll around helplessly) alone, there really is an
ongoing story here and to be honest I found the impact
of III stronger th,m any subsequent titles. \lere it not
too late to "lay so, I'd be labelling these "ideal for the
Christmas stocking", if that capsule guide says anything
to you.

Fred Saberhagen BERSERKER BLUE DEATH
(Gollancz, 1990, 282pp, o£3.99)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

The sixth BERSERKER title to come from Gollancz in their
VGSF series, this one dates from 1985 but has, they say,
not appeared preViously in the UK. Saberhagen produced
the first fix-up from a medley of stories and novels in
1967 and hasn't stopped since - which is not surprising
since the plot matters not one iota, it's the killing
machines that lie at the heart of all these titles. Even
Poul Anderson, Bryant, Donaldson, Hiven, \lillis and
Zelazny jumped on the bandwagon with a shared-universes
compilation, and you can't get more populist than that.

Strong, fast, reasonably well tailored space opera
is the key here - Doe Smith planet-destroying, teenage
reader-oriented stuff. Vengeance is the name of the
game, and when one considers the nameless frustrations
and put-downs festering in the breast of the average
young reader it's not surprising that these essentially
mindless forays provide instant catharsis. As the I.eJt
YJ:l.I:k. I1lIea puts it portentously "In single-minded
pursuit of their pre-programmed course of destruction
lthe Berserkersl attain a kind of perverse stature that
makes them worthy stand-ins' for the dark side of human
nature"; I can't think of a better way of saying 'if you
feel nasty inside, work it out with a dose of this
stuff'.

K. W. Jater SOUL EATER
(Pan, 1990, 31~rp, :t3.99)

(Review",cl by .Ton 'ilaI1ace)

Ilavid Braemar iG divorceO, and on we0kend"l his daughter
shys with him. Ellt his d3I1ght.",r seems un b:'1 lanced , and
cme morning he f1ncts a kltchnn kniff' stuck throllgh a
heart on an apron, pinning it to the wall. ..

Jeter comhlnes psychological and supernatural
brUllantly, mixing the points of view of all the
characters to lead the reader smoothly through the chain
of events, t.hrough its twists and tllrns to the climax.
Jeter wri t."s convincingl y both about the mundane
domestic events of the early part of the book and the
horrors that unfold later as things get out of control. ..

Christopher stasheff
(Pan, 1990, 696pp, o£5.99)

<Reviewed by Mllrtyn Taylor)

'WARLOCK; TO THB JlAGIC BOO

"Jess w',s slouched in an aluminum lawn chair. One
of the woven plastic st.raps had frayed loose and
dangled beneath the tarnish-flecked frame." p.28

"Her mother, or whatever it was that her mother had
become ... had stationed hp.rself. knife in hand, right
in the middle of the camper, harrinp; Dee from the
bIg sliding door 1l1ong the camper's side." p.9?

Jet.er h:'1s crl?ated a scary book, and despite
stret.chlng <:r",ciulity a hit. ."t one point, the settings and
situations are real enough to keep you turning pages
right. t.o the end.

Sherri S. Tepper - - 11IE GATE TO WOKEN'S COUNTRY (Corgi,
1990, 363pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Brendan Wignall)

Science Fiction and Fantasy as a whole have not been
good at dealing with gender relationships in an

Christopher Slasheff - - THE WARLOCK ENLARGED (Pan, 1991,
442pp, £5.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This second omnibus WtJrlock book contains THE WARLOCK
UNLOCKED and THE WARLOCK ENRAGED. Like the first books in
the series, THE WARLOCK IN SPITE OF HIMSELF and KING
KOBOLD, these are amusing romps in the realm of cod
medieval splice-operatics featuring a world settled by
members of the SOCiety For Creative Anachronism where a
fungus affected by latent psi powers happens to bring to
literal life their fantasies - hence the existence of
elves, witches llnd ghosts. Once lost, the world of
Gramllrye is being reclllimed for democracy despite the
interference of totalitllrilln llnd anarchist forces by Rod
Gallowglass and his trusty robot steed Fess.

Tushery abounds, and II merry time is had by llll, but
here little new is given about Gramarye and its unusual
history. THE WARLOCK UNLOCKED intrcx1uces one of those
irritatingly cuddly spiritual Machiavellians who pop up
whenever the plot of 11 science fiction novel requires a



Roman Catholic priest, while THE WARLOCK ENRAGED seems to
be mostly about Rod learning to keep his temper with his
children, "s r"psc"llious a bunch of little espers as
you'll ever meet. I enjoyed the earlier novels
tremendously, sort of quite liked these, "nd will prob"bly
loathe any others I come across.

Angus IlcAllister - - THB CAIOIGATB STRAIIGLBR <Dog and
Bone, 1990, 204pp, t5.00)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

JlcAllister's THE KRUGG SYNDROME was a delightfully
sardonic SF comedy: this is a rather more gothic tale of
murder and possession which is reminiscent of
Stevenson's DR JEKYLL AID KR HYDB. An Edinburgh lawyer,
Bdward IUddleton, finds he is living through the actions
of the man known as the "Canongate Strangler". Is he
suffering from blackouts, telepathic communication, or
what? Just what is the relationship of the murderer to
him - if a relationship exists at all?

Some apparent illogicalities early on surely
Jliddleton could have done more to persuade the police of
the truth of his story of "seeing" the second murder by
simply relating what happened: his own alibi is
unshakable - seem to be overshadowed by the development
of the ambiguous parallels betwen Kiddleton and his
alter ego. Attractively designed - by Alasdair Gray:
(though the back cover should have been proof-read more
carefully) this is yet more evidence - as if it were
needed - that London does not have the monopoly in
original fiction. It Is unusual crime fiction with a
touch of the para-realistic rather than anything which
could be called SF, but It's well worth reading for its
atmospherics.

CANDAS JANE OORSEY - - MACHINE SEX (Women's Press, 1990,
164pp, £4.95)

(Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

Having got past the somewhat provocative title (with
machines? between machines"?) the reader of this ant.hology
will find thirteen unusual and though tt ul short stories,
many of which reveal Candas Jane Dorsey as a science
fiction writer of skill and originality. There is a
unique lightness of touch about much of her writing. so
that atmosphere and emotions are depicted with just a
few well-chosen words.

Some four stories, two of which ar'e downright
inBccessible, fail to develop their ide"s satisfactorily,
but the rem"ining nine "re intelligent and very read"ble
- not " b"d tally for " collection of short stories.
Particularly recommended "re 'You'll Remember Mercury' In
which the emotion"l dist"nce between Individuals Is
compared with the physlc"l distance between stars and
'Willows' which considers large SF themes a t the human
level in wonderfully lyric and evocative prose. There are
spaceships "nd "liens to be found in Dorsey's writing, but
they are kept in the background; it is the inner life of
the characters in stories like 'The Prairies Warriors' or
the lingering at.mosphere of stories like the elegalc
'Black Dog' that are import"nt and make these tales so
singular.

As for the title story ~ it takes a feminist swipe at
cyberpunk with the ultimate in virtual reality.

Robert Silverberg AT VIIITERS'S RID
(LEGERD. 1990. 491pp, £3.50)

(Reviewl'd by K. V. Bailey)

---- ------------------------

First of a trilogic epic, this has elem~nts of both
Ragnarok and Pentateuch, combining a
mythopol'ic/cosmogonic cycle with scenarios of Gl'nesis
and Exodus. We start, as the eon-Iong winter-bound
Earth moves into Spring, with the monkl'ylsh neo-human
People emerging from their subterranean "cocoon". The
Tribe is expelled from its 'Eden' womb to be l'Xposed to
many ecological challenges In the course of its Exodus
towards a "promised Inheritance. It sl'ttles temporarily

,
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in Vengiboneeza, relic city of the former six-race
Inhabited Great" World, anciently destroyed, as was the
preceding exclusively human world. by showers of dust
producing, ice-agl' causing, asteroldal "fire-stllrs".

"Hresh. wonder-boy/Old Kan", discovers still-active
technologies and weapons to serve in the building of a
future for his matrlarchally/patriarchally dividing
People. These also lead him to question the nature of
t.he tribal gods. their purposes, and what constitutes
'human' status, It will be a million years before the
"fire stars" again wipe the slate clean, but a closure of
sorts for this volume is prOVided by Hresh's visions of
the Great World's heyday and ending. If these and
certain other l'pisodes are phantasmagoric, the realism
of Silverberg's story-telling ensures empathy with his
likeable People's intrigues, loves, lives and deaths,
while his perennial in'lentiveness offers such pleasures
as a kind of portable black hole.

ROBERT SILVERBERG - - THE WORLD DtSIDE (Gollancz, 1990,
174pp, £3.50)

(Reviewed by Chris Hart)

THE WORLD INSIDE is in every sense a product of its
age.

The heavy handed exposition t"kes the reader and the
visitor, Nicanor Gortman, on a guided tour of the Urbmnon
116, a free-loving utopi" in the form of a massive
vertical city designed to "ccommodate 881,000 people. In
a world of 75,000,000,000 people holding a puritanical
belief in mass fertility, these cities have become vital
dwelling spaces th"t are divorced from n"tural existence
Ilnd "re free from disease, war and famine. Any person
causing a threat to urbmnon existence, or 'Flippos' "s
they are branded, "re simply "nd quickly eradicated down
the chute. The centr"l ritu"l behind the ur'bmnon culture
is the prac tice of Nigh twalking; men wander through the
cities making 'wet, slippery' love to different women 
not out of hedonism, but from a desire to procreate.

Jason Quevado is "n historian conducting research
based upon the hypothesis that human beings have ad"pted
"readily to relatively little liVing space "nd " low
privacy quotient." (page 75) He explores the
comp"ra tively chaotic and inhibited culture of the la te
sixties through the archives of popular films. Silverberg
detllches himself from the sixties' sexual revolution to
make comments about the hypocrisisies apparent in
contemporary legislation. Jason's "~ploration is
@ntert"inlng "1111 intelligent a5 he become5 llWllre of hi5
own morality and jealousies - attitudes that he believed
had been removed by evolution. His developing "wareness
of these issues becomes an inspira tion to those around
him, they start to step back to evalu"te the qualities of
life within the urbmnons.

It is perhaps significant th"t Gollancz have chosen
to reprint the story now because 1990 is earm"rked by
Jason as a point where the characteristics of the bsm2.
urbonesis begin to manifest. We "re privileged with the
knowledge that the world h"s become increasingly
fragmented. In the light of our post-HIV, post-tower
block, post New Wave SF experience, the 90's reader is
distrustful right from the words "Here begins a happy day
In 2381 ..."

Ioe HaldeDBD THE LaIG HABIT OF LIVlIG
\N.E.L., 1990, 300pp, ~3.50)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

Haldeman can do little wrong in my eyes, but this time
he has done little either way I'm airaid. Dallas Barr is
an immortal thanks to the Stileman Foundation's
SI,OOO,OOO operation; so is Karia Marconi and the
borl'dom of those names indicates the slightness of the
whole book.

Sir Charles Briskin aims to manipulllte the world
through the Foundation: in fighting his nefarious
underlings Dallas and Karia touch base in various outr~

places including Ceres via a number of 'stealthed' and
other spaceships.

There isn't a character who isn't a caricature, the
blood and gore run thick and fast from a multiplicity of



weapoRs .. coincidence piles upon coincidence, and Haldeman
even resorts occasionally to padding by quoting
unnecessarily from documents and media reports.

Toward the end I felt myself muttering 'get Qn with
it' as more padding had Dallas pondering that he could
have done this, or that, or the other ... when of course we
all know that what he did was what Haldeman h.a.l1. him do.
Once reader self-awareness reaches this level, the book
has failed, but to be honest it failed for me right from
the start because I just could not empathise with the
ruthless profit-motivated single-minded lack of ethics
that drives all these self-made millionaires to lie, rob,
kill .ad misuse their world's resources for purely selfish
reasons.

I still admire Haldeman. But this book is facile
and amor,~l. And to descend to bathos, even the cover
design stinks!

Tim Underwood and Cbuck Killer (eds.) FEAR ITSELF,
Tbe Horror Fiction of Stepben King (1976 - 1982)

(Pan. 1990, 251pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed hy Jon Wallace)

This book is an addition to the ever-growing pile of
books about Stephen King. It is actually an early
addition in the States where it was pUblished in 1982,
but " l,.te one here: this is Its first British
publication. It is a collection of essays on various
as.pects of King's work, written by such people as Fritz
LeIber and Chelsea Ouinn Yarbro. This aspect works as
well as callpctions of th Is type cia: the reader agrees
with some views. and compl.~ins about the stupidity of
others. T.'cked on thp. enn is a detalleti bihliography,
something which Underwooo and Killer's BARE BONES (a
collection af intervIews with King) badly needed.
Unfortunately. this bibliography is now eight years old
and, given King's output, well out of date: If you are
interested in the recurring themes and influences in
King's work. (and the horror field in general> or in how
his books translated to the movies, tben this book could
be valuable to you. but it is a shame th,~t Pan didn't see·
fit to have it revised and updated.

Jenny Jones FLY BY lIGHT
(Headline, 199U, ~~4Upp, £7.99

and 1991, 499pp, ;f,4.99)

(Reviewed by Dave Langford)

This is a promising debut, a nice gloomy fantasy which
builds on an old SF metaphor about immortality and
sterility to give quite an original feel.

It begins conventionally, with the traditional
importation from our own 'real' world 01' a useless
seeming saviour (Eleanor) who's not much of a person but
is clearly destined to end the unchanging stasis that
freezes the fantasy domain. Jones then conscientiously
tangles the often too-simple issues of good and evil.
Jlost people on the 'wrong' side are likeable, perhaps
pardonably selfish: contrast Western civilization and the
suffering third world. The moon-goddess on the 'right'
side destroys an innocent bystander in a shockingly
gratUitous way, merely to underline her authority. Few
cbaracters are certain they're doing the right thing, or
that if they are it'll' lead to the right end. Gruelling
examples are given.

Good stuff, thougb still very much a first novel.
Jones appears to have learned valuable complexities from
Stepben Donaldson but has also grown over-fond of one
of bis pet words, 'exigent'. The giant telepathic hawks
are well evoked but with rather too close a parallel to
Anne KcCatfrey's dragon 'Impression'. Several chapters
end witb somebody dying melodramatically only to re
emerge later tlS not actually dead. "hile beer,
sandwiches and rucksacks might be universal, I'm unsure
that fantasy worlds are enhanced by jeans, cigarettes,
whisky, and digitalis (why not 'foxglove'?). Problems of
transition between worlds and tbe fact that both use
English are fUdged with quasi-scientific waffle about
dimensions and resonance: a wiser policy might have
been, "Never apologize, never explain".

These are quibbles. There's talent here, and FLY BY
NIGHt ends well despite il.pending trilogy sequels.
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AS ON A DARKLING PLAIN - - - - - - - - - Ben Bova
(MandarIn, 1990, 189pp. £3.99)

(RevIewed by Edward James)

Mars was colonIsed by an ancient human clv1llsation,
destroyed by allens before the last Ice Age. The allens
left behind mysterious machines on Titan. The mission: to
find out more about the machInes so that homo sapIens
can defend Itself against the alien. Sounds famlllar? If it
does, this may be because you've read the numerous pulp
predecessors; or because you've read two Bova Juvenlles.
publlshed back in the '60s, which form part of this
sequence; or because you've read this. either in two
magazine instalments back In 1970. or in Its US public
ation In 1976 or its UK paperback (from Magnum) In 198!.
The hero is Sld Lee. an archaeologIst. though apparently
of very strange education. since he says he knows
nothing of anthropology (impossIble these days for an
AmerIcan trained archaeologist) and since hIs prevIous
coup was the translatlon of the Martlan inscrlptlons. (Why
do people persist In confusIng archaeologists with
llngulsts or epIgraphers? Most archaeologIsts I know have
problems enough wIth Engllsh. let alone foreign languages.
Michael Ventrls. whose achIevement mirrors Sid Lee's. was
an architect,) Lee Is a typical Bova hero: an Individuallst.
impatient with bureaucracy. and rather more devoted to
the Truth than to other human beings (especially women).
The story follows him from Titan. to Slrius, and back to
Titan again. Real dIrt archaeologists discover proof. out
of a hat. that there really was a technological civ1llsatlon
before the lee Age (pull the other one, Bova), and Sid
discovers that maybe mankind Is just as clever as those
mysterious aliens after all. The mystery Is wrapped up
neatly, and an Idle hour or two has been f1lled. with only
minor annoyances along the way. Wonder why Mandarin
reprinted It?

Patr1ck nlley THB AJURAI[ WARS: EARTH THUIDER
(Sphere, 1990, 484pp, ;t3.99)

(Reviewed by John Newsinger)

Ostensibly this is the last volume of The Amtrak Wars
Saga, but this seems most unlikely. What Tilley seems
to have set out to do in this sixth. volume is to
conclude the first cycle of his story of the Talisman
Prophesy while he draws breath before tackling tl second
cycle. The book ends with some of the pltlyers cleared
from the board, with the Federation still Inttlct, with
the Iron Kasters plunged into civil war, and with some
progress being made in uniting the Pltlinsfolk. The
Talisman is coming... but has not yet arrived.
Obviously, the story is not yet over. At least I hope
not!

What of the series so far? Tilley has written one
of the best and most important science fiction adventure
stories of recent years. He has managed to stltisfy some
jaded palates (like mine) tlnd without any doubt has alst>
attracted many new readers to the genre. On top of
this, he created "Mr Snow, a really memorable character,
sadly missed in the latest volume. For all this he
deserves considerable applause and at least some degree
of critical recognition. This has not yet been
forthcoming from within the BSFA tlnd Tilley appreciators
are still forced to go bowed and shamefaced through tbe
Blue Sky World.

Clifford D. Simak BICHAlTBD PILGRAJrAGB
(Mandarin, 1990, 218pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Graham Andrews)

..... I'1n;~VJ..tQlLlicuse, he ("Mark Cornwall) thought,
counting off the major landmarks, then the Blasted-fla~

and-llOw, finally, tbe Castle-of.~aOS-Beasttlnd tlfter.
t.h1.s.---.1he llisty Mountains whtltever they milht be ..."
(p.138)

No the above quotation hasn't been 'untimely
ripp'd' from almost tlnytbing by Terry Brooks, Karl
Edward Wa!!ner, Robert Jordan, or ... just about anybody
else who writes That Kind of Thing. It's actually from
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(Reviewed by Neale Vickery)

Octavie Butler - - WnJ> SEED (Gollancz, 1990. 248pp,
£3.99>

The formula to which the stories .adhere with almost
universal monotony includes an introductory .section where
George indulges in some ritual abuse of Asimov before
telling him of his experiences with Azazel. George is
tedious, unpleasant and completely unbelievablej if Asimov
was determined to frame the stories with a narrator he
ought to have made him plausible; Azazel's character is as
impoverished as George's.

Things would have been betler if Asimov had at least
worked these stories up for publication in a collection
and excised the routine abuse and explanations which get
each one off to such a leaden start, but even if he'd
done this I doubt if any of these would have been
pUblished if they had not been written by him.

This is len McDonald's follow up novel to the highly
acclaimed DESOLATION ROAD. Perhaps all the hype
surrounding McDonald hed inflated my expectations to an
unreasonable level, but I was confidently expecting to
enjoy OUT ON BLUE SIX. In fact, I found this a
disappoin ting book.

The story takes place some 500 years in the future,
after the Break which destroyed our civilisation, in a new
Compassionate Society run by computers to eliminate human
pain.

It has two mein plot lines which merge two-thirds of
the way through. The first charts the picaresque
adventures of cartooninst Courtney Hall as she struggles
through the city's Underground, while the second follows
alternative entertainment troop the Raging Apostles and
the mysterious stranger Kilimanjaro West. Once united
our heroes proceed to a climac tic judgemen t of the
Compassionate Society itself.

McDonald deliberately sets out to be a stylist. he
takes great delight in his verbal pyrotechnics and at one
stage I thought he was trying to set a world record for
alliteration in a single paragraph. I found it
unconvincing. There is more fizz than substance.

But it is the plot that really lets him down. It's a
s if he just sat down and started writing, without any
idea of where he was going or how he was going to get
there. The story is simply a succession of adventures,
en tertaining in themselves, but not really fitting
together.

I also found some of it highly derivative. The
notion of the Underground and the use of Surrealist
imagery are very reminiscent of Richard Kadrey's
METROPHAGE <like Kadrey, McDonllld even has a character
called Man Ray). But wherees Kadrey's novel has
exceptional resonance and the surrealism Is an integral
element of his book, for McDonald it is merely window
dressing, another example of the primacy of surface over
substance,

OUT ON BLUE SIX has some brilliant parts, but it
never succeeds in being anything more than just. the sum
of these parts. As a novel it never takes off.

OUT ON BLUE SIX (Ban tam Books 1990,lA" MCDONALD.
335pp £4.99)

Clffford D SiJet - - OUR CHILDREIl'S CHILDREN (Mandarin,
1990, 186pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Norman Beswick>

What a disappointment! This had such a captivating
beginning: suddenly, all over the world, thousands upon
thousands of people start emerging from tunnels, claiming
to be refugees from the future

Now this could be a great Idea, and even when it
transpired that all they were fleeing from was allen
monsters I wasn't too downcast. Sillak had allowed
himself a few "surprises" - the future wasn't devotedly
capitalist. and nobody was in the least interested In
religion: that sort of thing - and I was generously ready
to forgive him the stock cllch~ characters and the narrow
American focus. When the monsters too began charging
through the tunnels I shed my years and Whooped
excitedly like a child.

But It all fizzled out. The monsters thought better
of it and lIaglcked thellselves away, not very credibly.
The laborious method of time travel - going OUT Into
another universe entirely, where time is in reverse, and
then BACK Into our universe again - was explored no
further. The US president and his pals slapped each
other on the back. And the future-refugees toddled off
down fresh tunnels to the Mlocene; we wish them joy.

So it wasn't an exciting story, it wasn·t social
comment, It couldn·t handle Its own Ideas, and apart from

. reminding us to keep heavy artillery around just in case
aliens start pouring out of time tunnels, we're none the
wiser. From Cllfford SllIak this is disappointing Indeed.

ENCHANTED PILGRiMAGE (Putnam, 1975), the first of three
forays into High Fantasy (or whatever) by that most
commonsens1ca1 of all SF writers ... Clifford D. Simak.
Be honest now - could you have guessed the author's name
be!oDa reading the head-notes for this review?

I'd Outline the Plot, but there's little or. no space
for such s .. twork, and - well I just couldn't be
bothered. Still-and-all... Mark Cornwall (a one
sworded/two-fisted scholar) is Looking For Something
(the Old Ones in general - the Caretaker in particular),
along with such Fellow Travellers as SniveJy (the
garden less gnome), Gib (· ...of the l'larshes'l. OUver (the
rafter goblin), l'lary (serving wench/Romantic Interest),
and Hal (' ...of the Hollow Tree'>'

Simak proved himself adept at weaving supernatural
threads into many of his SF novels (especially THE
GOBLIN RESERVATION, A CHOICE OF GODS and CEKETARY
WORLD, and making them seem 'real' even, perhaps,
inevitable. But the (moth-eaten) 'supernatural threads'
in EIICHANTED PILGRIMAGE overrun and tangle up the SF
rationale, which involves some perfunctory hugger-mugger
about Jones - a self-styled 'philosophical engineer' from
an alternative universe which sounds just like OtR EtttH.
Rating: E for Ennui. A writer must - I suppose - be
more than half-mad in order to make High Fantasy (or
whatever) convincing, and CDS worked under the
'handicap' of being eminently 5aD.e..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. Slmak wrote two more
High Fantasy (or whatever) novels: THE FELLOWSHIP OF
THE TALISMAN (Ballantine, 1978) and WHERE THE EVIL
DWELLS (Ballantine, 1982).

ISAAC ASDIOV - - AZAZEL (Bantam, 1990, 221pp, £3.50> (Reviewed by Sue Thomason>

(Reviewed by Brenan Wignall)

This is a collection of eighteeen short stories about
Azazel, a two-centimetre high demon who lives with George
Bitternut, a linguist and fictional acquaintance of
Asimov's. All the stories are "light" and, according to
Asimov, in ten t:lonally 1oI0dehousian, and all have been
published preViously, with fifteen in IASFM.

Wodehousian "according to Asimov", because all these
stories strive to emulate the tone end str-ucture of
1oI0dehouse's work, with a twist in the end which
illustrates the adage 'the best leid plans of mice (or
demons) and men etc'; however, 1oI0dehouse is largely
successful and although profoundly trivi"l, is usually
reasonably entertAining. Asimov, in compllrison, is at
least as t;ivial hilt considerably less entertaining,

A paperback edition of a novel first pUblished in 1980,
this story explores a standard horror set-up - mutant
superhumans with destructive powers in a non
sensational way. Doro is a 3,000 year old body-stealer,
who practices serial possesson. he hes been breeding
humans with ESP talents for hundreds of years, regarding
them as psychic "food". In 1690 CE, on en African
expedition to collect "wild seed" for his breeding
programme, he finds Anyanwu, a long-lived shape-changer
and healer, and brings her back to the USA to eilploit. as
women and slaves were custollarily exploited. The book is
based around their changing relationship.

WILD SEED interested me in two ways. Firstly, its
background is in African and Afro-American history and
culture, a setting that hasn't been much used in standard
fantasy and SF. Secondly. Doro and Anyanwu embody



opposing archetypes; Lord of Death and Lady of Life. Doro
is a car tesien duelis t whose life exemplifies the
seperation of (inferior) body end (superior) mind. He hes
no compession, no empethy for other living beings. His
touch brings deeth. Anyanwu is deeply linked with the
neturel world. She cen become e genetic copy of another
living being. She is e healer, e mother of many children,
e nurturer end cerer. Doro consistently tries, and fails,
to dominate end subdue her. The book ends inconclusively,
end I feel it's basicelly unsetisfying in its present form
beceuse because it uses e "story" forme t to examine e
plotless myth, e timeless opposition.

------------------_.

Piers Anthony HEAVEI CEIT
<IlEL, 1990, 324pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by Ian Sales)

Piers Anthony is a well-known author - which probably
says a lot about the !;.tate of the world today. Piers
Ant.hony is also a best-selling author - which definitely
says a hell of a lot about the state of the world today.

HEAVEIl r.ENT is the sequel to VALE OF THE VOLE and
the second book in the latest Xanth trilogy. Briefly,
the plot concerns the quest of young Prince Dolph, a
shaper-hanger, to find the missing Good Masiclan Humfrey.
Alons th", way he encount.ers various Xanthian monsters, a
lot of awflll puns, love, betrothal, betrayal, and finally
realises that his big sister is not the bossy cow he
always thrn'ght she was.

There is nothing ohjectionable to h,n'lng a nine
year old boy I\S a book's main protagonist. but I do
ohJect. to the reader being treated as if he or she were
also nine yl'1ars old. Anthony writes in his usual
irritating hectoring voice, and the hook has all the
simplistic moral stance of those dire US sitcoms the BBC
Is so fond of broadcasting. In fact. this' book is the
NEIGHBOURS of written SF - with less characterisation,
mar", simpli$tlc plotting, and none of the it's-so-bad
It's-good addlr.tive factor. If HEAVEN CENT had lots of
big pictures, one word per page, and was about thirty
pages long, it would be vastly improved.

Consider anyone who tells you th,at this book has
even the slightest redeeming feature as a hrain donor.

Tanith Lee KILL THE DEAD
<Legend, 1990, l72pp. 1,3.50)

(Reviewed by Sue Thomason)

This paperback edition of a novel first published In
1980 relates the story of ParI Ora; man in black, ghost
killer, deviant talent, wounded hero clinging to his dark
but ethical vocation in defiance of the despair.
ambigUity and violence 01 the world around him. His
mission: to l1nd and destroy the physical links that.
bind ghosts, innocent or mallgn, to manl1estation in the
war Id 01 the 11ving. Specifically, he is seeking - or
being drawn to - Uhyste !'lortua, the dal-k town 01 the
dead. He acquires as travelling companions !'lyal Lemyal,
musician and g1tted iailure, and Cidde-y :~oban, a vengelul
but curiously innocent ghost.

Lee's prose is limpid and evocative, her atmosphere
-building superbly skilled, her plot twists unexpected
but uncontrived, and her depiction 01 the characters and
their Interactions sensitive and genUinely cathartic.
It's a dark iantasy, NOT a horror story - and probably a
once-only read that loses its force with re-I-eading 
but the 11rst reading is de11nitely worthwhile.

Robart Rankin ARIlAGEDllUJ: THE ItUSICAL
\Corgl, 1991, :l;;lpp, f.3.99>

<Reviewed by Terry Broome)

Rankln '5 surrealistic future vision, originally periormed
by the Ga5works Theatre Company at \latennan's Art
Centre <says the blurb>, has holocaust survivor Rex
Mundl team up with a time-travelling brusseI sprout and
Elvis Presley to fight totalitarian ruler, Dalai Dan the
l53rd. It. Is 2050 and human affairs have been
contl-oiled tor centuries by an alien civilisation for t.he
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sake of boosting audience figures for its most popUlar
soap, 'The Earthers'.

Rankln, much more than Sheckley ever did in his
worst moments, guns through the plot with all the
bravado of a bull at a gate. This overload would have
been bearable had not the abysmal jokes scarred nearly
every page, detracting from the finer, parodical humour
and the bizarre plot. In this desperate tornado of fun,
characterisation and description are swallowed whole.
In addition, my proof copy contained a dismaying number
01 printing errors which, like those in THE DOOR INTO
FIRE, occasionally twisted the sense.

Rankin has a manic, comic talent that needs to be
harnessed if he is to do his stories justice, but here
his enthusiasm gets the better 01 him, with the result
that we have a forced, flibbertigibbeted spaghetti with
neither meat nor sauce.

John Kessel - - GOOD NEWS FROM OUTER SPACE (Grafton,
1991, 402pp, £5.99)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

Never have I hed cause to change my mind so drestically
between the beginning end end of an SF novel. It's
ch ilills tic millennial time, but from the state of
civilisetion in the USA you'd imagine things had been
felling apart for a quarter-century, end thet dissuades
you from suspending your belief.

The delld ere being revived, everyone is peranoid if
not totally insane, end fundamentalist preachers are
plotting and polluting the eirwaves in true Americen
style. Meenwhile eliens ere stelking the eerth - or ere
they? The first few chepters show Kessel's black humour
at its best, his charecters seem like reel people end the
style seems to break formules while building up your
interest.

Unfortunetely it then turns into en archetype Quest,
the char'acters get less end less believable, motivetions
ere blurred and we descend into black staps tick. Basically
this Is a morality tele, with elien "logle" providing the
moral unless it's e bootlegged genetically muteted
virus created by e reving feminist, of course.

It's the formet end cost of this edition thet bugs me
most, and I think it's time something was done ebout this.
Details of the b-format Grafton edition ere ebove, end
there's e new cover design which is en uninformative es
that on the a-formet Tor paperbeck. The originel pletes
heve simply been blown up to fit the larger peges - yet
my Tor edition wes priced at S4.95 and cost me, through e
mejor british SF mail-order firm, just £3.99. Why should
we heve to pay well over the odds for the unnecessary
peper of tile lerger-format UK edition? Especielly for e
story which is so totelly ephemeral: it's good reading for
e very long trein or plene journey, but you wouldn't want
to keep it.

Gael Hurdino STRAJDS OF SUILIGHT
<Orbit, 1991, 3'/lpp, t7.99)
David GeJlmell QUEST FOR LOST HEROES
(Legend, 1990, 3l6pp, .t3.99)

(Reviewed by John D. Owen)

1 wo lantasy novels, ostensibly within the same subset 01
the genre, one by an established British male author, the
other by a relatively new AmeriCan leluale author, and
both showing, I think, a definite male/lemale orientation.

QUEST FOR LOST HEROES is the fourth novel in
\1emmell's 'Dreuai' sequence, follOWing 011 from THE KING
BEYOND 1 HE GAlE and very much the mixture as befm-e.
In a land overrun by the Nadir, four Drenai heroes come
together again on a quest to free a woman sold to tbe
Nadir by slavers. This humble quest leads into a iar
reaching adventure when they discover the woman hes
been taken into the Nadir Khan's household, and that to
rescue her means venturing into the heart of the Nadir
Empire. The story is expertly woven, though there are
few surprises to anyone who hes read previous Drenai
volulues, but it holds int.erest because of Gemmell's
excellent male characters, and his superb handling of
the action. It is the few female characters In the story
that are weak: Tenaki, sister of the Khan, but in exile,
is the most extensively drawn female, but Is too much a



male 'dream goddess' to be a real person. The only other
female of note, Ravenna, the subject of the quest, is
scarcely sketched out at all. But then, 1 would expect
Gemmell's readers to be mainly male, since the main
themes of the book are of male comradeship, strength in
adversity and self-sacr1tice 10r a cause.

Burdino's STRANDS OF SUNLWHT, by contrast, is a'
very feminine book, concerned with underlying themes of
gl'owth and healing. Burdillo's heroine, Miriam, is a
healer persecut.ed by the Inquisition in an 'alternate'
14th century Europe. She escapes 11'om the torture
chambel to a region called the Free Towns, an ilrea that
has thrown oif the aristocrats' rule, and much under the
influence of the elves 01 Malvern Forest. Miriam's
journey lrom torture chamber to f r(!ed om , and the growth
and maturity this brings, is excellently handled. Along
tbe way she encounters a group of characters (evenly
balanced male and femaie) who help her, heal her, and, in
turn, are healed by her as she grows in strength. The
secondary strand of plot, the confrontation between the
Cbristian Inquisition and tbe religion of the elves
(which many people in the Free Towns have adopted)
draws heavily all BUI'dino's own work as a ministp.r 01
Dianic 11 icca, and is convincing simply because it does

not come out as one-sided: there are good Christians to
offset the politically-motivated Inquisitors.

IIhere STRANDS OF SUNLIGHT falls down is in those
areas where QUEST FOR LOST HEROES excels. IIhen
violence rears its ugly head, Burdino fails to be
convincing, while Gemmell makes you smell the sweat of
warriors, the stink of blood. \fhere Gemmell fails, and
Burdino excels, 15 in emotional ma turlty: Gemmell's
chllracters are !orp.ver locked into a macho, live-by-the
sword philosophy, while Burdino's come to know that
growth and maturation takes one into other, more settled
aleas 01 lite t:.ha t are every bit as challenging IlS the
field of Wllr.

John Brosnan liAR OF THE SKY LORDS
(Gollancz, 199U, 252pp, L3.991

(Reviewed by Kat Coward)
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larger "England".
It took me several readings to be sure that the

setting w"s truly our world in the future, and not
another planet or fantasy world with a similar his tory,
but volume 2 TRANSFORMATIONS (also in Puffin) clinched it
with its Welsh setting with echoes of the Lake District,
while volume 3, THE SKYBREAKER, takes place in a future
Holland and North Germany.

Z"nne, the heroine, grows up in a valley where her
mother is covener, or magic-wielder under the Covenant.
As with Earthse", the balance must be kept. Zanne is also
magically t"len ted and is sen t to Hillen Coven, the
boarding-school for magical females. She is fllscinated by
some old machines she discovers, and uses her powers to
set them going. This blights the valley's orchards, and a
bridge which has been repaired by magic starts to
collapse. The villagers smash the machines, but Zanne
still hasn't learned that one power must cancel out
another. She runs away to the "badlands· to find the
rumoured Daymaker ( power station), hoping to use her
mallic to generate its electricity and bring back the past.

I was intrigued by the idea of tracing out the
remains of modern England from Halam's clues. I could
identify Hillen Coven with the Manchester area (where Ann
Halam, i.e. Gwyneth Jones) grew up, but could not decide
whether Zanne's home valley was Oxford or points west.
''Flying Road" could be the remains of Spaghetti Junction,
bu t I can't locate the daym"ker itself, though that may
have been constructed later than the 20th century. Yes,
there "re echoes of THE CHRYSALIDS and THE
WEATHERMONGER, but in this contemporary treatment of a
future society reverting to medievalism, two topic"l
themes "re addressed: the SOciety run by women and the
potential exh'"ust!on of e"rth's energy sources. The story
of the heroine's quest is in the foreground, the message
in terwoven with the plot wHhou t preaching. .

Bri"" Aldiss - - STARSWARM (Gollancz, 1990, 190pp, £3.50)

(Reviewed by Helem McNabb)

The cover blurb calls this an "interconnected collection
of Aldiss stories set on a vast, distant galactic cluster",
which is accurate enough. The stories in this collection
are linked together by the clever framing device of a
survey of civilis"tions showing v"rying aspectsof
civilisation itself. The stories are not connected, any
more th"n different stones in a necklace are connected,
but framed by Aldiss they unite to cre"te "n effect much
gre"ter th"n a series of isol"ted stories; however good
thos estories may be, usually does.

As for the eight stories, they range fr-om the easy to
read 'Sector Violet' following two cold-blooded hUlllanoids
in their trip to the centre of the sector, with a neat
twist in the tail, to the 1II0re abstract and elusive
'Sector Green'. Aldiss sometimes suffers from a reputation
for obscurity, which is true in some stories bu t by no
me"ns in all of them as this collection shows. The
majority of these stories are re"dable, ingenious and
enjoyable. They are not outstandingly brilliant, not the
best he's ever written, but they are easily a great de"l
better, more origin"l and more thought-provoking than a
lot of the competition. They are well worth reading.

In the 21st century, huge corporations grew powerful on
the inventions of 'genegineers', which led, inevitably, to
terrible wars, plagues, monsters, and that sort of cBrry
on. Four centuries later, impoverished surface-dwellers
are in thrall to the Sky Lords - enormous airships,
originally built to provide disaster relief. Now, life
aboard these floating cities has become medieval, and
tbeir hierarchies are subject to intrigue Ilnd coup. But
some of tbe airborne colonies bave come under the
control of Jan Dorvin, who plans to use pre-Gene liars
technology to bring hope to tbe lOWly 'Earthworms'. It's
impossible to precis the rest of the plot: \fAR OF THE
SKY LORDS is a mllrvellous adventure story (the middle
volume of a trilogy wbich began with THE SKY LORDS),
with more than enough fascinating ideas to qualify it as
SF. The action never stops, as the characters undergo
radical shifts in fortune every lew pages. The
excitement is spiced with sustained and easy humour, and
it '5 even quite sexy in parts - how many SF novels can
you say thllt about'? Admittedly, the characterisation is
a bit half-heart.ed, and there 15, perhaps, one too many
miraculous escapes, but the setting is novel and well
realised, and the whole an enjoyablp., unpretentious,
imaginative, good read.

Robert Charles Vilson
(Orbit, 1990, 249pp, t6.99)

THB DIVIDB

Ann Ha18. - - TIlE DAYMAKER (Puffin, 1990) (Reviewed by K. V. Bailey)

(Reviewed by Jessica Yates)

This is the first in a science fantasy trilogy for young
people - 10 - 15 perhaps - which has won praise for its
well-devised future world and the topicality of its
themes, as well as for its suspens~ful plot. In the
future, around "t least 2 ,500 AD, western civilisation is
a distan t menory. The scientific way of life h"s collapsed
owing to the exhaustion of energy sources. Society is now
led by women who have discovered their innate magic
powers and developed a new religion in harmony with
nature, or "Under the Covenant". It has not been possible
to turn all the polluted wastelands green, so "Inland" is
" small tountry of fertile patchworks superimposed on a

Stories in line of descent from Jekyll and Hyde (split
personality) and Frankenstein (scientist-created
'monster') tend to converge. They do so here most
intriguingly. The scientist's creation is scarcely' a
monster: the split involves not good and evil' but the
vulnerably sensitive and the frighteningly rational.
John is the creiltion of molecular biologist Max
Kyriakides - no Shelleyan tinkering With body parts, but
Iln intraut.erine induced enhancement of neocortical
functions. John involuntarily creates Benjamin, his
compensatory alter ego, each persona then by turns
submerging the other, '1ilson skilfully explores the
stress conditions under which this happens, and
conVincingly represents the a-sensual perceptions of an



/lllem.t.ea superman.

Since r:hi.1dhood hp. Uohn> h.ld !f"ed in a ...orld of
Phtonic .,bstraetion. Sehem.' ... nd essence, the ...ord
behind the sh..do.... It ...as BenJamin ...ho h...d
inhabited the universe of sur.f.,ees and colours.

This John. though by no means der1vat.ive. does at times
echo Odd John. (Stapledon is, a shade patronisingly,
alluded to.) THE DIVIDE is a fast-paced narrative in
which t.he psychological and sexual interplay between
John/Benjamin and the two women who both support and
depend on him/them, and John's quasi-oedipal relationship
with Kyriakides, are well-integrated with the novel's
speculative content. Its Toronto-Lake Ontario shnrel1ne
setting is realistically drawn, an environment sharply
reflect.ive of the story's tensions.

Frank Rerbert - - TIlE OOSADI EXPERIMENT (Gollancz, 1990,
336pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Helen Mcnabb)

This is a successor to WHIPPING STAR, using the same
protllgonist, Jorje X McKie, a member of the Bureau of
Sabotage, an agency whose job is to keep the ConSentiency
(a multi-world civUisation on an even keel. McKie is sent
to Dosadi to see if the Gowachin have been using sentient
beings for experimental purposes. What happens to him
there and thereafter makes the story.

The wide scope of the ConSen tiency is well shown, as
are the legal systems within which McKie and others must
work - in fact the legal twis ts and turns are the most
interesting aspects of the book in some ways. As a
straight narrative, as a tale, the book works well, but
lacks depth. None of the characters are fully formed, they
fit the roles they must play in the story, but there is
no feeling of them haVing any independent existence, nor
does the writing ever rise above the competent. It is all
right for train reading to pass the time, but I am afraid
that it is nothing better than average.

Robin McKinley - - THE OU11.AWS OF SHERWOOD (Orbit, 1990,
300pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Sue Thomason)

Legends are difficult to handle in standard present-day
fiction. Most authors end up concentrating on either the
timeless archetype and mythical elements of the story, or
demythologising it and retelling it as a historical novel.
This retelling of the Robin Hood story tries to be
historical, or at least ''historically unembarrassing".

The result is a charming and delightful romance, a
skUfully-crafted tale which reads like an adult version
of PETER PAN, with the Merry Men as Lost Boys playing at
camping out, treehouses and socialist revolts. Sherwood is
a remarkably well-groomed forest, nobody has aUments
other than semi-humorous head colds in winter and ba t tIe
wounds, and the physical, moral, and ideological
domination of the Church is represented by jolly Friar
Tuck. There are also a remarkable number of girls dressed
as boys, to maintain a cheefully feminist atmosphere.
McKinley makes Robin a charisma tic figurehead whose
archery is barely passable, persuaded by his friends to
become a focus and embodiment of Saxon revolt against
the Normens. The other lead characters have lit tIe
individual1 ty, and the latter part of the book becomes
domina ted by the romance between Sess (WUl Scarlet6s
sister, girl-disguised-as-boy) and Little John (homespun
phUosopher and gentle giant). The cover shows Robin
Ilndhis lady marian as rwo elfin adolescen t escapees from

. the SCA. Definitely one for romantics, not realists.

Sheri S. Tepper - - GRASS (Corgi, 1990, 540pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Jim Provan)

About a year ago I read an artlcle in FOUNDATION by
RichArd G,-ant in which he praised the stylish fiction of
M. John HarTlson and Shed S. Tepper. Being an admirer of
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Mike's work, I decided to check out some of Tepper's
material, but things as they are, I never never managed
to get around to her until GRASS arrived for review ...

It is the far fu ture and humanity is falling victim
to a rather nasty viral plague whose long incubation
period and shades of eutoimmuna dysfunction are
suggestive of a more contemporary agent. As the plague
Is rife on nearly every plenet in known space, however, a
galactic Safe Sex campaign is going to be rather
impractical 50 Marjorie Westriding is sent to discover
why Grass seems to be immune, in the hope of finding a
cure.

From the opening scene on Grass, Tepper's elegant
prose is woven skilfully around wha t I found to be a
disappointingly thin plot and whUst Marjorie's
rela tionship with her family is well-handled, its function
seems primarily to be padding. The science behind the
fiction, however, contains a few interesting concepts, the
most notable being the FOxen/Peeper/Hound/Hippae
ecosystem and the molecular biology of the virus. On the
whole I found Tepper's biology more plausible (if less
inventive) than that of Geoff Ryman's THE CHILD GARDEN,
another recent sf novel rooted (I) in nllture.

All in all a pleasant enough, deftly handled tale
which seemed so environmentelly friendly that I wouldn't
be surprised to find the t the book had been pr in ted on
recycled paper.

Jonathon Littel - - BAD VOLTA.GE (Orbit, 1990, 30lpp,
£3.99)

(Reviewed by Helen McNabb)

Oh dear. I now have toconfess that this is one of the few
- very few - books for review which I have faUed to
finish/ It is set in a future where violence is rife,
drugs are the norm and everything is high-tech, and we
follow the protagonist around the high end low life of
Europe. The book uses a compressed and difficult to
follow jargon which sometimes mellows into smoother
language, containing a boring amount of swearing insteed
of originality of invention.

If you enjoy the elliptical but somewhat hackneyed
images uses, including sex end blood, then you might well
enjoy this book because the au thor has clearly pu t a lot
of thought into it. He knows his world and its
inhabitants well, so the book scores high on internal
consistency, but ... I'm afraid I gave up and skip-read
eenough to get an idea of it. Apologies to all, but
fllUure to finish a book is in itself a judgement.

Larry Hiven It Steven 8ernes - - THE BARSOOM PROJECT
(Pan, 1990, 340pp, £4.50)

(Reviewed by Jlm Provan)

Co-author extraordtnaire Larry Niven rejoins forces
with quondam partner in crime Steven Bernes with
appalllngly predictable results. THE BARSOOM PROJECT
mansges to plumb new depths of tastelessness and
mediocrity by cOllbtning two of the most abused sub
genres of sf, pseudo-hsrd sf and RPG-style. fantasy, into
one of the most disagreeable books have had the
misfortune to read In a long time.

In the .early seventies, Ursula K. Le Guin condemned
hard sf as being " ...all hard end grey end mar tie I and
threatening ...... arguing thet It was sexist and socially
regresssive. The last few years have seen edvances
towards more literate forms of hard sf (~ la Bear,
Zlndell etc.), but just when it seemed that such outrages
were a thing of the past, a book like this rears its ugly
head from the sf junk heap and the genre once more
becomes the object of (fUlly justified) scorn snd ridicule.

The plot? An overweight woman returns to Dream
Park, hl-tech amusement arcade and scene of earlier
hsrrowing. episodes to participate tn some recreatlonary
eqUivalent of the F-plan diet. But history starts
repeattng itself ... etcetera.

I found this a deeply offensive book, both morally
and stylistically and I hope that the PI readers
apprec la te wha t I wen t through to wr i te th is rev lew.
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(Reviewed by Jessice Yates)

(Reviewed by Sue Thomason)

DM SiDmonds - - PHASES OF GRAVITY (Headline" 1990,
262pp, £7.99)

Loulse Lawrence - - EXTlJfCT~ 15 FOREVER (Bodley Heed,
1990, 169pp, £5.99)

rUE SHEEP LOOK UP (Legend, 1991.

We're in the same universe as THE RAGGED ASTRONAUTS
and THE WOODEN SPACESHIPS, with its twin planets sharing
a single atmosphere. But this is no trilogy; the story
stands on its own and you'll follow it quite well even if
you didn't read the others. Toiler Maraquine n, grandson
of the hero of the ear Her novels, flaunts sword and
mllltary courage to impress his beloved Countess Vantara
before (and within) an amazing aUen crystal artefact in
midspace; we meet Divivvidiv and the Xa. both of whom I
wanted to stay with and know more about: and a
preposterous tale ends up with the humans transported to
a very surprising elsewhere.

No use complaining that almost everyone except Divi
and the Xa is exasperating; because that's all part of the
design. I have to say I had to push myself through the
first eighty pages. but quite enjoyed the last sixty, with
some nicely stunning old-style sf ideas and one tiny plot
twist (Jerene) I actually applauded. But read it again?
You mean, Hke. ill of it? There's too li t tle there to
savour, second time around.

(Reviewed by Phil Nichols)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This fantesy is winner of the 1990 Smarties prize which
sounds naff but is one of the major children's book
awards. Bonnie escapes from her domineering Grandmother
in a balloon to a world behind the sky, where enalogues
of the people she knows in this world (inclUding Bonnie
herself> are found, But 'Grandbag' elso has her analogue
in the evil 'Grandmother Marvell' who appears to be eble
to do llterally the soul-withering which Grandbag does
metaphorically. Can the presences of the ancient Lord and
Lady of the Hill - who appear to be the old gods Edric
and Godda - help Bonnie7

One of my colleagues found the part of the book
where Bonnie throws herself from a window to drive
Grandmother Marvell away to be one of the most
disturbing things she has ever read, and I can see why.
Despite some wonderful invention - such as the Shadowboy
- MIDNIGHT BLUE is a curiously opaque book which works
by opposing symbolism and obvious metaphor rather than
character. The most insensitive thing a reviewer could
say is that a book contains the core of something
brilliant which has not, in fact been written but in this

Pauline Fisk - - MlDRIGlIT BLUE (Lion, 1991, 217pp, £2.99)

Very lOuch ., ,:autionarv tale, this 19'/2 no"el is one or
those 'past lutures' which lS as inLelesUng 10r ",hat.
it says as 1 t 1s 1 or- the wav .1l says it. '*11 lten under
the inllu"nce 01 the Vietnam war "nd the 11,-st wave 01
ecological awar'eness, it nevertheless retai ns its
releva1Jcv.

Structured as something of a jigsaw - though not
so much of a 'puzzle' as Brunner's earlier STAND 011
ZAlIZIBAR - the book belies its epic length by being a
breeze of a read. Plot thread after plot thread
appears, all becoming intertwined as time passes: this
is one year (-one very significant year) in the life of
mankind; what he does to his tellow man: what he does
to his planet; end what he has to do to compensate for
what he has preViously done to his planet. People wear
tiltermasks in the city, may drink only bottled water,
can't even grow successful crops or use humble fly
paper. Convenient travel is /:>y supersonic jet - you
have to wait half a day at the airport because the
planes are always late, and the sonic booms may cause
the odd avalanche and case 01 severe mental· shock, but
what the hell,. you get to your destination faster.

Sixties consciousness is evident throughout the
book, The sillple lite of the frainites is something 01
a hippy existence, Ihe details may be slightly out - in
19'12 there was li ttle talk of greenhouse ettects and
ozone holes but the thesis of the book is an
inevitable one. Maybe not this year, maybe not next,
but if we do go with a whimper, Brunner nay have
foreseen it more clearly than any other novelist.

The witty chapter headings alone make this book
well worth the cover price: I recollmP.nd it highly.

John Brunner
46lpp, L4.99>

(Orbit, 1991, 254pp,Bob Shaw - - TIlE FUGITIVE WORUlS
£3.50)

(Reviewed by Norman Beswick)

This is typical recent Bob Shaw with his tried and
tested formula: start with footHng cardboardly characters
and a creakingly manipulated plot. begin to capture our
interest with a curious aHen around page 64, and bring
the whole pantomime to Ufe with a transformation scene
and a sensawunda climax, in the process gently guying the.
so-called "golden age" tradition it remembers.

Set in a berely fictionel and realistic present-dey
America, this novel explores the life and cheracter of
Richard Beedecker, ageing ex-astronaut and introspective
self-indulgent slob. "His quest for higher meaning", says
the cover blurb, and I'm afraid it's true, "begins when he
meets a mysterious young woman" (a one-dimensional and
convenient anima figure), in India while awaiting his
son's release from a strict ashram retreat run by an
unspecified New Age sect. The novel reads like an
exercise in sentimental nostalgia for the American Space
Race and its heroes, taking in the Challenger disas ter, a
sweet little old lady UFO-watcher, a born-agein Apollo
crew-member turned televangelist whose rebellious teenage
son uses the F-word, test-pilots' nightmare turned
reality, and the mysterious death of another ex-Apollo
pilot. Those who like this ~ort of thing will llke it. All
others, please avoid.

Louise Lewrence is a British SFIFentesy euthor who hes
written for the young since 1971, but has not achieved
the status of, say, John Christopher or Monica Hughes.
Unusually, her books have been more popular in the USA
than here, and three of them ere still unpublished in the
UK. Here is her first short-story collection, three of
them having appeared in commissioned anthologies, the
other five being new. She is noted for the emotional
dilemmes facing her centrel characters, concern ebout
possible futures such es nuclear holocaust, the
des truc tion of the environmen t, or totali tar1anism, and
for her climactic "purple passages of descriptive prose.

The title story is chilling: time-travel to the future
1000 years ehead discovers a post-holocaust London and
an evolved civilisation of mer-people. In order to
preserve their own existence, they sebotege the time
machine so the t nucleer war in our neer fu ture wiU go
ahead.

The mess we've made of planet E8r th is also the
subject of 'The Death Flower', when the Gelactic Council
deba te the morali ty of seeding the dea th flower ecross
the planet to kill off everyone except the meek, who!.'e
emotions will not distu"b the flower.

Other stories feature teenege crises egainst, usuaUy,
a future beckground, sometimes on Earth and sometimes on
other plenets. Ms Lawrence writes of idee lis tic young
people whose morel sense is superior to edu lts' end who
have to chose between their hearts and their heads. 'Rigel
Light' is especieUy powerful: the story of aliens with a
two-stage evolution, first humanoid, then e, body of
11gh t, "a piller of silve,'y white br1gh tness treillng its
tongues of crimson fire " - but of course the stupid
earthlings don't realise thet the Rigel1ens have a
wondrous second stage and simply use the 'humanoids as
slaves on their native planet. Recommended, as are her
other teenage novels CHD..OREN OF THE DUST, MOONWIND, and
THE WARRIORS OF TAAN.



cese I cen come to no other conclusion. It hes e
hellucinetory. even cetetonic eir ebout it: the world it
begins in cennot be our world but then neither, perheps ,
is the world Bonnie enters. The fentastic elements never
quite gell and es e whole the book is coldly elusive. Only
time can confirm MIDNIGHT BLUE's prizewinning status.

A reprint of the 1979 fentasy novel to coincide with
the belated sequel, THE CRYSTAL PALACE. SORCEROR'S SON
recounts the eerly edventures of Crey Ormoru.

Eisenstein's fentesy is unusual (i.e. there is no
trece of Tolkienism), and uses a small cas t (e mere six
main characters. and few minor ones) to excellent effect.
The plot evolves from the paranoid imeginings of the
sorceror Rezhyk, who, as the story opens, has had his
offer of marriage refused by the sorceress Delivev
Ormoru. Fearing the refusal is prelUde to attack, Rezhyk
sends his most trusted fire demon. Gildrum, to seduce and
inpregnate Del1vev in human guise. Unfortunately,
something rather untoward happens: Gildrum falls in love
with Del1vev, and. though unable to disobey its master,
subverts his attempts to kill Del1vev's offspring. Crey.

The adult Cray sets out on e quest to find his
fa ther, the young knigh t who promised to return once his
task for his l1ege lord was complete. Gildrum tries to
steer Crey away from the truth, but instead Cray becomes
apprentice to Rezhykl Naturally enough, this gives
Rezhyk's perenoia full rein. and he does his bes t to
prevent Cray learning his secrets, though with unexpected
results.

The whole novel is well-written, though the pacing is
a l1ttle uneven (at 350 peges. it might have been
tighter), but is edmirably original.

Phyllis E:lsenstein - - SORCEROR'S SON
446pp. £4.50)

(Reviewed by John D. Owen)

(Grafton, 1990,
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It IIUSt be an early novel, I thought, as I read the
first chapters. because this atllosphere is the same as
his mainstreall novels with only a slight change to the
future. But it was first published in 1963, the year
after THB JlAl 11 THB HIGH CASTLB, and was Dick's twelfth
or thirteenth to be published.

The book's opening is se.t in Cal1fornia after an
unspecified war with the Vugs froll Titan, whose llain
effects are to leave everyone depressed and the Earth
with a low birth-rate. The game-players are a
privileged group who meet in conclaves around the
country to play the game, which is mainly the bluffing
aspect of poker, and to exchange land-rights and wives
as their winnings. If these people lIet to play poker on
a Friday night, get drunk and swap wives today, their
lives would not be lIuch different. .

Jlurder and an unexpected pregnancy intervene,
however, and then we are travelling through sOlle bizarre
astral projection to Titan, where hawk and .dove Vugs are
engaged in bitter infighting, with the new conception
their casus bel11. That change of location lIarks a
change in the style of the novel, and we are into tille
travel, alln..ia, conspiracies and a generally different
world.

Recently, I read that Stanislaw LeII wrote off Dick
as another Van Vogt, and it .ight have been GAJlB
PLAYBRS that lIade hill do it. Lell later revi.ed his
views, but this remains a problellatic novel. The
revelations of the last part are in such a different tone
that it is hard to reconcile the. with the downbeat
style of the first.

There are, though, yet 1I0re things iD the book to
be considered: people's relations with dOllestic robots
(which Dick calls the RUBhllore Bffect, throughout), for
instance. and the everyday consequences of telepathy.

And the coneequences of all this? lot a failure,
but a novel with many strands that will bear reading and
re-reading.

Dean R. loontz - - TIlE BAD PLACE (Heedl1ne, 1990, 500pp.
£4 .99)

(Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

Every time Frank Pollard sleeps, he awakens to fresh
horror. He knows his name, and that someone - or
something - is trying to kill him, but nothing else. He
has no memory of his past l1fe, no memory of how, while
apparently asleep, he acquired a suitcase full of cash,
nor how he cane to be covered in blood. Private
Detectives Bobby and Julie Dakota, hired by Frank to
investigate the circumstances surronding his loss of
memory, uncover a series of horrific murders which leads
them into confrontation with Candy, e particularly
unpleasant psychotic who seeks Frank's life.

The only aspect of this pUlp horror novel that is
remotely interesting is the question of who Frank is and
where he goes when he goes to sleep. Unfortunately,
before these questions are fully answered the reader has
been faced with ''hot blood spu"ting" from bitten-out
throets, incest, i""Mnity, telepethy and telekinesis. not
to mention inter-plenetary trevel. Subtle. THE BAD PLACE
is not, nor does it pIece much emphesis on credibil1ty.

In fect the real' mystery, fer greeter then the
mystery thet surrounds Frenk Pollerd, is why the book hes
followed Koontz's eerl1er novels into the best-seller
lists. One ~en only essume that there are an awful lot of
readers out there who find graphic descriptions of
animals heving their heads bitten off entertaining.

Philip I. Dick - TBB GAIUI-PLlTBIlS OF TIT'"
(Grafton. 1991, 223pp, "3.50)

(Reviewed by L. J. Hurst)

This is one of Dick's novels I had not read before and I
was left confused when I read it because it SeeDS like
two different books stuck together, with very little to
connElft them.

Ierry Ahern - - FJ](AL RADI: T1lE SURVIVALIST: 19 <H.E.L.,
1990, 220pp, £2.99)

John Rourke, "CIA-trained weapons end survival expert",
having spent five centuries cyrogenically asleep, cerries
on the eternal wer against Soviet communism. Gun-fun for
people who don't read newspepers. (Mat Cowerd) .

Orson Scott Card - - CILlRACTBRS DD VIBYPODT <Robinson
Publishing, 1990, 182pp, £5.99)

Ansen Dibell -- PLOT (Robinson Publishing, 1990, 170pp,
"5.99)

Two items frail a new Writer's Workshop series, Ililling to
give practical advice to aspiring new writers. Both
authors have written SF and Orson Scott eerd has won
ullpteen awards Ilnd sold millions. The advice each gives
is sensible and thought-provoking, with lIany examples
from the SF/Fantasy fields, and young writers will be
entertained and may well profit frOll study of it: so
long as they pay equally close attention to the impulse
that made them write in the first place. J(ore books in
the series ere prDllised and lIay be worth looking out
for. (Jorman Beswick)

Ieek Chalker - - WHEIt TIlE CHAJ(GEWDIDS BLOW (N.£.L.,1991,
293pp, £3.99)

Another inreminable first volume of e .fantasy with a SF
veneer. CHANGEflINDS I was so muddled, tedious and
repulsive that by pege 40 ell I wanted to do wes put it
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NoE. Morris - - TIlE ICEMEN (Grllfton, 1990, 384pp, £3.99)

Richard Sanford - - THE CAU.ING (N.E.L., 1990, 189pp,
£3.50)

David 1, Schow - - THE Kn.L RIFF <Fu tura, 1990, 406pp,
£3.99)

Steve Perry - - THE MACHIAVEU..I INTERFACE (Orbit, 1990,
197pp, £3.50)

following THE MAN WHO NEVER
which the corrupt Glllactic

by rebels. Unexceptional splice

Last volume in a trilogy,
MISSED and MATADORA, in
Confederlltion is overthrown
empire tele. (Mat Coward)

Antllrcticll, renascent NIlZis, a US Navy Commllnder Ilnd his
"stunning co-pilot Lt. Sheila (Frosty) Kohn," snllpPY
dialogue, far too much techniclll dllta from the retired
navlll aviator Iluthor, 11 near-future setting, man agllinst
the ice Ilnd evil of facism, Ilnd if you've relld his ALPHA
BUG you'll have a good idell whllt to expect. Tllke it on
holiday, on a long flight, anywhere that will provide no
distractions, and you mllY hllve a lot of innocent fun with
this boyrs own adventure story. (Ken Lake)

Fairly routinr horror thllt Ilctulllly gets better as you
get further into it. Competent writing, Il few touches of
originality, Ilnd Iln interesting ending put it 11 notch
Ilbove the usual low stllndard of the genre. If you're 11

fan of horror, you could do much worse'. <Illn Sales)

horrific slasher killings, Only the return of the Night
warriors can stop it. A cross between "stalk 'n' slash"
and toy-based superhero cartoon, DEATH DREAM is
obviously what your kiddies will graduate to if you
bought them Ninja Turtle prcxiuct for Christllas. (Andy
Sawyer)

Thinly disguised Genghis Khlln clone goes on conquering
spree in world of Forgotten Rell1ms TM. It's 11 shame they
couldn't have stllyed forgotten. I object to bookshops
filling their shelves with these shit role-playing gllme
spin-off books. They only take up room tha t could be used
by an author with lit lellst some literllry merit - like
Jeffrey Archer, for instllnce. <Ian Sllles)

Dllvid Cook - - IIORSELORDS (Penguin, 1990, 312pp, £3.99)

Diane DUMe - - THE DOOR IMTO FIRE (Corgi, 1991, 332pp,
£3.99)

through 11 shredder Md burn it. Two tep-nage girls find
themselves transported to another world where they
become the pllwns of two equlllly ruthless Dllrk Lords.
Chlllker seems obsessed with female Iluto-eroticism Ilnd
lesbillnism, Ilnd the two girls regulllrly end up naked,
Ildmiring themselves and each other, or having sex to get
ou t of various dif ficulties (one even enjoying her role as
mind-slllve Md prostitute. The style suggests it is Ilimed
11 t the juvenile market. (Terry Broome)

This first volume of the TALE OF THE FIVE was first
published in the UK with Iln "Overture" by Dllvid Gerrold
in a 1981 Mllgnum edition. It WIlS DUllne's first novel,
before any of her STAR TREK tie-ins, Ilnd reading it 11

decade later I Ilm still impressed by her leisurely, but
rivetting, explorlltion of her hero's psyche and the price
he pays for his power. However, lIerewiss's q',,,st to
discover his True Nan'" is occasionlllly diminished by some
very purple love scenes, Ilnd the book ending in mid-story
is another minus, especially if it. tllkes Ilnother ten Yllrs
to see it through to its conclusion. <Terry Broome)

Diane Duane - - ro YOU WANT TO BE A WIZARD (Corgi, 1991,
237pp, £2.99)

Nita's librllry book tells her how to become a wizard,
which is a good enough escllpe for a bullied teenllger.
Together with another trllinee ,!,izllrd, Ilnd a White Hole
wllh 11 serious emission problem, she goes to the Timegll te
to look for he" lost pen, Ilnd ends up sllving the universe
from its new owner. It hlls Iln originlll plot, (ver'y funny
in some places, particularly the idea of a Dark Lord of a
univer'se where the lights don't work) though mlln-eating
helicoptors doen't really Ilppeal to me. Sometimes it seems
tha t Diane Duane hlls worked too hllr-d on writing 11

children's book. Still, there lire a lot of funny ideas
though the humour is more Dougllls Adams than Terry
Prll tchet t. (Harriet Sllwyer)

Schow's short stories have attrllcted 11 lot of reader
attention. His first novel is Il rock-and-roll murder
shocker. Lucas Elling ton leaves Iln ins ti tu tion with 11

certificate to prove he's sane and proceeds to wrellk
revenge on the members of the heavy-metal band at whose
concert his daughter died in a crowd riot. Is Lucas truly
out for revenge or does he just despise what the cock
rock exhibitionists have done to rock-and-roll? It's a bit
of both, Ilnd neither, as Schow stomps Ilnd struts through
Iln awesomely wicked pllrody of rockpress cliches Ilnd
vigilllnte violence to a twist which kicks the story into
orbit. Some of the best suspense I've read in 11 long time.
(Andy Sawyer)

Doris Egan - - THE GATE OF IVORY (Mllndarin, 1990, 319pp,
£3.99) Bd a Lorraine Warren with Robert David Chase - - GHOST

HUITBRS (Futura, 1990, 215pp, £3.50)

Richard A. Knaak - - IAZ TBH KIBOTAUR (Penguin, 1990,
314pp, t3.99)

IUne-year-old Lenny is a channel for a creature which
literally; lives in drelllls - and COlles out to comllit

Drllgonlllnce spin-off in which Flint the dwarf gets put
down a pit Ilnd ends up adopted as king by the repulsive
(but amusing) gully dwarves, who aid bim in his flight
against the repulsive (but nasty) mountain dwarves.
(Andy Sawyer)

In so far as any facets of the Drllgonl"nce world is
interesting or amusing, the minotaurs, with their strict
code of honour, are. This story, the sequel to THE LEGEIlD
OF HUKA, features a minotaur, but the plot is - well, the
same as the others, really. (Andy Sawyer)

GraJumn Kasterton - - DBATH DRBAJl (Sphere, 1990, 383pp,
£3.99) Volume Three if the Propbet of Akbrttn trilogy by the

popular 'ieiss and Hickman team, creators of the
Drllgonlllnce series, I found reading this book a terrible
chore. Strictly for fans. (Jobn lJewsinger)

Kargaret Weisa $ Tracy Hick.an - - ROSB OF TBH PROPBBT
(Bantam, 1990, 390pp. t4 .50)

Stock-footllge fllntllsy scenllrio, slanted at "adults" (i.e.
includes sex), in which Helen Ilnd her mysterious childhood
friend Rillnna pass through a gllte to the alternllte world
of Tevera. Riannll is amnesillc, possibly unstllble, a gifted
doll-maker (they Ilre soul-dolls) Ilnd (it eventually
trllnspires) a native of Teverll. helen Ilnd her niceguy
friend Martin hllve holiday romances with a couple of
Teverans, and sort out the relationship between the
antipathetic "optimist" and "pessimist" Teveran cultures.
The book's best feature is its roots in Leicester
lllndscllpe and folklore; its worst, self-indulgent and
muddled disavowals of the reality of death. (Sue
Thomason)

Allegedly true stories of dellonic possession and the
like from a pair of supernlltural investigators. It's hard
to tell if the rabidly evangelical-Christian viewpoint or
the dreadful writing style, which blends breathless
shock-on-sbock, True Confessions, and a general
assumption that three sentences is all a paragraph can
reasonably be expected to take, is the worst aspect of
this book. (Andy Sawyer)

Fred.. Warring ton - - THE RAINBOW GATE (N.E.L" i990,
381 pp, £3.99)PLIBT THE KIBGKary lirchaff a Douglas Biles

(Penguin, 1990, 308pp, £4.50)

An engllging splice fan tllsy following the Ildven tures of
Theodorll, 11 penniless scholllr Ilnd Tllrot rellder stranded
on the only planet in the glllllXy where mllgic works, Ilnd
her mAcho aristo employer Ran Cormllllen. Theo leArns to
live less in her rationlllity, Ilnd more in her' intuition
(via the Tarot), her emotions (via Cormallen), and her
body (via expert teaching in equivlllents of Tlli Chi and
Shilltsu). Like most wish-fulfulment lead characters, Theo
is just a bit TOO good at everything she learns, but it's
11 fine tllle; I'd cheerfully read 11 sequel. (Sue Thomoson)
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INTERZONE 44 - 45
(F.bru.ry - ~.rch '99')

<Rev1ewed by Aooy IIffllsJ

War and recession: these are hard tilles, so let us be
likewise severe in our categorisation of the fiction found
within these issue; let the labels be Very Good, Fll1r and
Poor. Starting with the Very Good ...

The major story has to be Robert Holdstock's novella
The Bone Forest' (IZ 45). The title is drawn from a
chapter heeding in LAVONDYSS, as is one of the characters
(the lIythago Ash), but the action really takes place
before MYTHAGO WOOD, and it is internally consistent with
both. I approached 'The Bone Forest' with caution, for I
had found the first part of LAVONDYSS to be, frankly,
tedious. The narrator is George Huxley (father of Steven,
the hero of MYTHAGO WOOD) whose fate we know, as we do
that of all the characters, and the initial pages cover
old ground such as defining mythagos, presumably to let
the story stand on its own. But persevere into the tale
proper, for a jewel is to be discovered. Apart from
fleshing out certain characters from the novel
especially Huxley's wife - this is an exciting and strange
read about a semi-ghostly Huxley brought across from a
parallel world and the original Huxley's attempts to
understand and then combat his doppleganger. A quite
different story from that provldl'" by Greg Egan, whose
'Blood 51"lers' (IZ 44> is the best in that issue.

Can this man do wrong? Egan here ties together
lllness, medicine and computer hacking to attack medical
practices, but it's his sensitivity which strikes the
reader most, in this case the empathy he displays with
seriously ill people. Yet it's -leavened with a wry touch,
as in this illustration of a child's logic: "She sterilised
the needle in the candle flame, then wiped it clean of
soot with a tissue and saliva." Egan deals with
bereavement as does - more directly and with no less
sensitivity - John Christopher with 'A JOurney South' (IZ
44). Simply yet strongly written, set in a future where a
kind of utopia has been achieved through depopulation,
Christopher's hero is an atavist in that he wants to feel
pain end grief.

Two stories in the 'Fair' category: Brian Stableford's
The Man Who Invented Good Taste' (IZ 45) and Sylvia M.
Siddall's 'Thylacine, Thylecine' <IZ (4). Shbleford's is an
old SF theme, that of the perversion of a scientist's work
for monetery gein, and the cracking title is followed by a
story which is really only let down by a week ending.
Siddall's is a tele of diminished especta tion and
resignetion, es en ill-matched couple hunt end cepture a
weird creature, which latter eventually escepes them.

Finally for the fiction, the 'Poor' category includes
slight end unconvincing stories by Alethee Amsden
('Fugitives Froll The Wetch Werd' , IZ 44); Geoffrey A.
Landis (']elllais Vu'), Stephen Bexter ('Traces') end Heil
]ones ('Heeds Or Tails', all IZ 45). The greetest
disappoinhlent, however, lies with 'Piloting' by Eric
Brown, wholll onl! epproeches with high hopes. ~In a setting
resembling Sllverberg's 'The Conglomeroid Cocktell Perty',
Brown's heroine has the eugmented ebili ty to enter end
anillete the dead. This grotesque idea is off-putting
enough; it's compounded' by the bathos of the story's
conclusion.

On the non-fiction side, there ere two fine interviews
by Stan Hicholls - with roe Haldeman in 12 44, including
much ebout the process of writing THE HEMINGWAY HOAX,
and with Robert Holdstock on the HYTHAGO WOOD works (the
intima tion here is that MW will form the basis of many
stories to come: "... if I had someone Chinese cemp next
to the wood no doubt there would be some very bizarre
mythagos appearing" ) - end one by Colin Greenlend wi th
Ursule K. Le Guin, ebout herself and her defense of genre
as well es ebout Earthsee end TEHANU.

I can't end without myself defending thet marvellous
TV 'Twin Peaks', castigated by Wendy Bradley as being
rebarbet:lve. Quite the opposite - take that opening scene
in the second series, where the prone Agent Cooper and
the doddering waiter pulled the viewer between high
tension and cOlledy. Greet Stuff!
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